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Transform your culture of care using the innovative program Through the Looking Glass!

Created by an administrator struggling to jump-start culture change in her care community,

Through the Looking Glass is a unique program that changes staff attitudes and teaches the

importance of person-centered care practices by placing staff directly in the shoes of residents

—with remarkable results.Even the most caring staff can fail to appreciate the effects of

challenges that residents in long-term care can face on a daily basis. This book introduces you

to a program that builds staff empathy for residents’ experiences by having them simulate a

diagnosis and live alongside residents. The lessons learned create more compassionate

caregivers, improve care practices, and enhance well-being for both staff and residents.Learn

how to set up this program in any residential care setting, as well as ways to address high

turnover through the hiring and orientation process. Measurable benefits include:• Elimination

of personal body alarms• Decreased falls• Reduced use of psychotropic drugs• Increased staff

retention and satisfactionFilled with compelling journal entries of real staff experiences, this

hopeful and encouraging book will inspire you to achieve truly person-centered

care.“Administrators who want to reduce staff turnover while providing a more dignified living

experience for residents should put this book at the top of their reading list.” —Jim Vanden

Bosch, M.A., Executive Director, Terra Nova Films“Let this book inspire you to risk change with

nothing to lose and much to gain, [including] helping you comply with the new CMS

requirements on person-centered care.” —Carmen Bowman, M.H.S., B.S.W., Consultant and

former Regulator, Edu-Catering: Catering Education for Compliance and Culture Change“If you

follow Leslie Pedtke’s approach, it will lead you to a truly person-centered, respectful, and

loving community.” —Gary Glazner, Founder and Executive Director, Alzheimer’s Poetry

Project“Learn how care practices and other aspects of nursing home life should be different

and what to do to make it so.” —Cathy Lieblich, M.A., Director of Network Relations, Pioneer

Network

Administrators who want to reduce staff turnover while providing a more dignified living

experience for residents should put this book at the top of their reading list. --Jim Vanden

Bosch, MA, Executive Director, Terra Nova FilmsLet this resource stimulate you to risk change

with nothing to lose and much to gain…. [including] helping you comply with the new CMS

requirements on person-centered care. --Carmen Bowman, MHS, BSW, Regulator, Educator,

Edu-Catering: Catering Education for Compliance and Culture ChangeIf you follow Leslie

Pedtke s approach, it will lead you to a truly person-centered, respectful, and loving community.

--Gary Glazner, Founder and Executive Director, Alzheimer s Poetry Project --This text refers

to the paperback edition.About the AuthorLeslie Pedtke, L.N.H.A., is the creator of Through the

Looking Glass, and Educator for Quality Improvement for King Management Company.

Through her experience of more than 20 years, she has built a foundation of person-directed

care at Aviston Countryside Manor as well as at King Management's other long-term care and

assisted living communities. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ralph Peterson, “This should be required reading for everyone.... There are so many

takeaways from this book - but the one that stands out the most to me is the idea that the

residents are (and should be) in charge.I cannot recommend this book enough - though I’m not

sure who to recommend it to more... the administrators and owners, or the nurses and support

staff... I would even recommend this book for families and loved ones of residents... and even

residents.As eye opening this book is for those of us who work in long-term care, I think it

would have a huge impact on family members and residents - if they too, were given the

opportunity to see both the difficulties of living in long-term Care as well as some great ideas

on how to overcome those difficulties.Go visit your grandma or grandpa. Go often and stay

later.”

AE, “Excellent!. This is a fantastic book about enacting meaningful change in the long term

care industry, and really hits home about the feelings residents go through when they come to

live in a nursing home. This should be required reading for anyone in long term care. I

promise you, you will reevaluate how you think about the people in nursing homes, and how

you have treated them and cared for them. Very well written and an easy read. This will

inspire you to DO BETTER for the people who had no other choice but to be in a nursing

home.”

Fran Holtmann, “From my time with her. This book brought back so many memories. Leslie was

an amazing mentor and is an amazing person. She set such an awesome standard and made

such an amazing program for every one of us to learn and grow from. It is a must read.

Education is important our Elders are our past and our future.”

Linda L. Carrigan, “As Expected. Very Good book with lots of pearls of knowledge gained. We

will definitely be looking at how to incorporate this into our facilities in some way.”

Sherrie Dornberger, “everyone who works in post acute care should read this!. great book!!!”

Jeffrey Ahl, “Transformational culture change technique!. This is a great real life example of

how to build a strong culture with real life results! Leslie's insight into building a culture that

supports the residents of a community are clearly grounded in her passion for elders.Folks, this



book tracks Leslie's quest for building a team that has empathy for those they care for. Leslie

has developed a method that immerses care providers in real life situations where they don't

just learn techniques from a book. Rather, they experience life, as they would if they were

elders themselves.It transformational and cutting edge.  Great read!!!”

Charlie, “I wish I could purchase a copy for every staff member in the nursing home where my

parents reside.. I wish I could purchase a copy for every staff member in the nursing home

where my parents reside. I wonder if any of them would take the time to read it, though.”

Dr. Lokvig, “This should be common practice.. An incredibly powerful program and something

that is totally doable in any nursing home or assisted living home. I agree that this should be

required reading for all staff in all care facilities.What I found interesting is how the empathy-

effect spread from the active participants to the rest of the staff.”

Kelly R, “Learn to be empathetic. Working in the business, you often forget that there is a life, a

real life, a person, that is directly impacted by your actions. I can’t imagine what it’s like to have

your decision making ability taken away from you or having to be made to rely on others. I

definitely will think twice when “making decisions “ for my parents. Well written and really

makes you think about how we treat our elders and how they WANT to be treated vs how we

think they need to be treated.”

The book by Leslie Pedtke has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 15 people have provided feedback.
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